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Behavioural food policies
“… Without, however, simultaneously upgrading the required
infrastructure and without changing consumer preferences,
companies will find it difficult to market such products.”
(from the event invitation)

Behaviourally informed demand side policies
• Regulation, standards, bans (France – Loi Garot; Italy, China)
• Financial (dis)incentives (subsidies, tax reductions, carbon taxes,
true cost accounting)
• Public procurement, institutional consumers (large households)
• Choice architecture (Triple A infrastructure, FEAST)
• Sludge audits (behavioural, bureaucratic, legal barriers and navigability)
• Nudges (framing, priming, reminders, defaults, social norms, pledges, portion size wrapping)
• Deshrouding, decluttering, simplified information
(product passports; true cost labels; “second price tag”; “circular-bility”)
• Capacity building & skill-building (circularity skills; zero-waste cooking; upcycle cooking)
• Narrative transportation (fictional or real role models)
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A new narrative:
The Circular Society

The BeaCon project
explores and tests
behavioural changes
towards sustainable
lifestyles to support
the building of a
Circular Society.
 reduce avoidable
food waste
 design a more just
and resilient food
system & food
environment

Behavioural Insights for a Circular Society

FOCUS

METHODS

How to move consumercitizens towards “peak
meat” and reduce
avoidable food waste?

Testing interventions, e.g.
• Le Grand Depart of the Tour de
France/FestiVélo, July 2022
• TooGoodToGo

How to design a more
resilient circular food
system and food
environment?

Citizen panel

PROJECT FUNDER

Human-centred design
• understand barriers, motives, roles
• co-design a hassle-free system
• think fairness, access, and social wellbeing
• create a shared vision of a circular society
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I M PA C T
Post-project: scale-up
behavioural interventions
to shift an urban food
system towards more
resilience and
sustainability.
Findings are expected to
apply to consumption
areas and systems of
provision beyond urban
food systems.
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